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ABSTRACT
There are ubiquitousness of GPS sensors in smart-phones, vehi-
cles and wearable devices which have enabled the collection of
massive volumes of trajectory data from tracing moving objects.
Analyzing on trajectory databases dose benefit many real-world ap-
plications, such as route planning and transportation optimizations.
However, an unprecedented scale of GPS data has posed an urgent
demand for not only an effective storage but also an efficient query
mechanism for trajectory databases. So trajectory compression
(also called trajectory sampling) is a must, but the existing online
compression algorithms either take a too long time to compress a
trajectory, need too much space in the worst cases or the difference
between the compressed trajectory and the raw trajectory is too
big. In response to this question, ϵ-Region based Online trajectory
Compression with Error bounded (ROCE for short), whose time
and space complexity is O(N ) and O(1), is proposed in this paper,
which achieves a good balance between the exection time and the
difference. As a new error-based quality metric, Point-to-segment
Euclidean Distance (PSED for short) is the first proposed by this
paper and adopted by ROCE. After the compression, one raw trajec-
tory has been compressed into multiple continuous line segments,
not discrete trajectory points any more. As far as we know, we
are the first to notice this and make good use of properties of line
segments to answer top-k trajectory similarity queries and range
queries on the compressed trajectories. We also define a new error-
based quality metric Area sandwiched by the Line segments of
trajectories (AL) using the area sandwiched by pairs of line seg-
ments to describe how two compressed trajectories are similar. We
introduces a special index, Balanced spatial Partition quadtree index
with data Adaptability (BPA), which can accelerate both trajectory
range queries and the top-k trajectory similarity queries with only
one same index.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The last decade has witnessed an unprecedented growth of mobile
devices, such as smart-phones, vehicles, and wearable smart devices.
Nearly all of them are equiped with the location-tracking function
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and have been widely used to collect massive raw trajectory data of
moving objects at a certain sampling rate (e.g. 5 seconds) for location
based services, trajectory mining, wildlife tracking and many other
useful and meaningful applications. However, the raw trajectory
data collected is often very large, and in many application scenarios,
it’s unacceptable to store and query on the raw trajectories. For
example, Fibit, which is one of the most popular wearable device
manufacturing companies for fitness monitor and activity tracker,
has 28 million active users up to November 1st, 20191. If each
wearable device records its latest position every 5 seconds, over 20
billion raw trajectory points in total will be generated just in one
hour. It consumes too much network bandwidth, storage space and
computing resources to transmit, store and query on such data.
Trajectory compression is a suitable and effective solution to
solve the problem. Line simplification is a mainstream compression
method and has drawn wide attention, which compresses each raw
trajectory into a set of continuous line segments. It’s a kind of lossy
compression, where a high compression rate can be obtained with
a tolerable error bound. Existing line simplification methods fall
into two categories, i.e. batch mode and online mode. For each raw
trajectory, algorithms in batch mode require that all points of this
trajectory must be loaded in the local buffer before compression,
which means that the local buffer must be large enough to hold the
entire trajectory. Thus, the space complexities of these algorithms
are at least O(N ), or even O(N 2), which limits the application of
these algorithms in resource-constrained environments. Therefore,
more work focuses on the other kind of compression methods,
algorithms in online mode, which only need a limited size of local
buffer, rather than a very lager local buffer to compress trajectories
in an online processing manner. Thus algorithms in online mode
havemuchmore application scenarios comparedwith those in batch
mode, i.e. compressing streaming data. The existing algorithms all
try to reach a good balance among the accuracy loss, the time cost
and the compression rate, but the effect is not very ideal. Zhang et
al.[36] has conducted experiments on comparing the compression
time and the accuracy loss of state-of-the-art algorithms in online
mode, and part of the results are shown in Table 1. As the table
shows, they either consume too much time if the accuracy loss is
small, such as BQS and FBQS, or lose a large number of accuracy if
the time cost is acceptable, such as Angular, Interval and OPERB.
It’s still a big challenge for the existing compression algorithms to
compress trajectories into much smaller forms with less time and
less accuracy loss. To address this, we propose a new online line
simplification compression method ROCE, which makes a perfect
balance among the accuracy loss, the time cost and the compression
rate. When the compression rate is fixed, with only O(N ) time
complexity and O(1) space complexity, ROCE is one of the fastest
1https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/fitbit-statistics/
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algorithms, and its accuracy loss is also the smallest in the fastest
algorithms. Such good properties make ROCE have a vast range of
applications. For example, it is able to compress streaming data, be
run sustainably on resource-constrained devices, and be used to
track locations of small animals over a long period of time.
Table 1: The time cost and accuracy loss of some state-of-the-
art algorithms in onlinemode. The compression rates are all
fixed at 10.
Algorithm in Online Mode BQS FBQS Angular Interval OPERB
Compression Time per Trajectory Point (µs) 500.91 405.38 0.2 0.28 0.97
The Maximum PED Error 38.23 36.63 1532.65 1889.81 306.2
The purpose of compressing trajectories is to reduce the cost of
transmission and storage, especially the computing cost of queries.
So, how to execute queries on compressed trajectories is very im-
portant. Range queries and top-k similarity queries are two kinds
of most fundamental queries for various applications in trajectory
data analysis. Some processing methods for these two queries have
beenl proposed. But as far as we know, there is no related work on
discussing how to process these two kinds of queries specially on
the compressed trajectories which are compressed by line simplifica-
tion compression methods. Most previous work thinks a trajectory
overlaps the query region R iff at least one point of this trajectory
is in R. However, this definition is especially not applicable to the
situation where the queried trajectories are compressed trajecto-
ries consisting of multiple continuous line segments with different
lengths. Each trajectory line segment may represent hundreds of
raw trajectory points and be dozens of kilometers. There are al-
ways such situations where the raw trajectory goes through the
query region, but no endpoints of compressed line segments fall
in the the query region. To solve problems like this, we propose
two algorithms about how to process range queries and top-k tra-
jectory similarity queries based on line segments directly on the
compressed trajectories compressed by any line simplification com-
pression method, including ROCE. This is the first work to discuss
how to process trajectory queries on compressed trajectories con-
sisting of multiple continuous line segments as far as we know, and
the actual effect is quite satisfactory.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a new online line simplification compression
algorithm ROCE with error bounded. It achieves a good bal-
ance among the accuracy loss, the time cost and the compres-
sion rate. The time and space complexity of ROCE are only
O(N ) andO(1) respectively. Point-to-Segment Euclidean Dis-
tance (PSED), an error criterion, is proposed to measure the
deviation of every point and its corresponding line segment
after the compression.
• To solve the problem that the old definitions of trajectory
queries are no longer suitable for the compressed trajecto-
ries, we propose a new range query processing algorithm
and a new top-k similarity query processing algorithm based
on line segments. These two algorithms can be applied di-
rectly on compressed trajectories compressed by any line
simplification compression method. This is the first work
to discuss how to process trajectory queries on compressed
trajectories consisting of multiple continuous line segments
as far as we know.
• To describe the similarity between two compressed trajecto-
ries, we define a new error-based quality metric AL based
on the area sandwiched by line segments of two trajectories.
• An efficient balanced index BPA and a set of novel tech-
niques are also presented to accelerate the processing of
range queries and top-k similarity queries obviously.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real trajectory datasets.
The results demonstrate superior performance of our ap-
proach on !!!!!!!!!!!.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
basic concepts and definitions. Section 3 introduces a new compres-
sion algorithm ROCE. Section 4 introduces an efficient index BPA
and the range query algorithm on compressed trajectories. Section
5 gives a new error-based quality metric AL and the top-k similar-
ity query algorithm based on AL. Section 6 shows the sufficient
experimental results and analysis. Section 7 reviews related works
and finally Section 8 concludes our work.
2 PRELIMINARIES
Definition 2.1. (Trajectory Point): A trajectory point can be seen
as a triple pi (xi ,yi , ti ), where xi and yi represent the coordinate of
the moving object at time ti .
Definition 2.2. (Trajectory): A trajectoryT = {p1,p2, ...,pN } is a
sequence of trajectory points in a monotonically increasing order
of their associated time values (i.e., t1 < t2 < ... < tN ). T [i] = pi is
the ith trajectory point in T .
We simplify the representation of each trajectory point pi into
a 2-dimensional subvector (xi ,yi ) because we only care about the
order of these trajectory points and we don’t care about the exact
time when the tracked object is located at (xi ,yi ).
Given a raw trajectory T = {p1,p2, ...,pN }, T [i : i + m] =
{pi ,pi+1, ...,pi+m }(i,m ∈ N ∗ and 2 ≤ i + m ≤ N ) is called a
trajectory segment of T . Given a trajectory segment T [i : i +m],
a line segment pipi+m , starting from pi and ending at pi+m , is
used to approximately represent T [i : i + m], i.e. pipi+m is the
compressed form of T [i : i +m]. pi+1, pi+2, ..., pi+m−1 are the dis-
carded points, and the corresponding line segments of pi , pi+1,
..., pi+m are all pipi+m . Each raw trajectory can be represented
as different sets of consecutive trajectory segments. For example,
T = {p1,p2, ...,p10} can be represented as {T [1 : 5],T [5 : 10]} or
{T [1 : 4],T [4 : 7],T [7 : 10]}.
Definition 2.3. (Compressed Trajectory): Given a raw trajectory
T = {p1,p2, ...,pN } and a set of T ’s corresponding consecutive
trajectory segments, the corresponding compressed trajectoryT ′ of
T is a set of consecutive line segments of all trajectory segments in
T . T ′ can be denoted as {pi1pi2 ,pi2pi3 , ...,pin−1pin }(pi1 = p1,pin =
pN ).
In order to save space, we can also simplify the form of T ′ into
{pi1 ,pi2 , ...,pin }(pi1 = p1,pin = pN ) to repersent n − 1 consecutive
line segments.
Definition 2.4. (Compression Rate): Given a raw trajectory T =
{p1,p2, ...,pN } with N trajectory points and one of its compressed
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trajectories, T ′ = {pi1 ,pi2 , ...,pin }(pi1 = p1,pin = pN ) with n − 1
consecutive line segments, the compression rate is
r = N /n.
3 ROCE COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
In this section, we first give the detailed description of a new error-
based quality metric PSED. And then, we introduce ϵ-Region based
Online trajectory Compression with Error bounded (ROCE for
short), whose error-based quality metric is PSED.
3.1 Error-based Quality Metric
After compression, a set of consecutive line segments is used to ap-
proximately represent each raw trajectory. For a good compression
algorithm, the deviation between these line segments and the raw
trajectory should be as small as possible. How to calculate the devia-
tion calls for a more reasonable error-based quality metric. Usually,
the deviation is calculated based on the distance between every raw
point and its corresponding line segment. PED, an error-based qual-
ity metric, is adopted by most existing line simplification methods,
e.g. [10, 15–18, 21]. PED measures the deviation between the raw
trajectory and its compressed trajectory by calculating the shortest
euclidean distance from each discarded point to the straight line
on which the corresponding line segment of this discarded point
lies. The formal definition is shown as follows:
Definition 3.1. (Perpendicular Euclidean Distance (PED)): Given
a trajectory segment T [s : e](s < e), the line segment pspe is the
compressed form ofT [s : e]. For any discarded point pm (s < m < e)
in T [s : e], the PED of pm can be calculated as follows:
PED(pm ) = | |
−−−→pspm × −−→pspe | |
| |−−→pspe | |
=
|(xm − xs )(ye − ys ) − (xe − xs )(ym − ys )|√
(xe − xs )2 + (ye − ys )2
,
where × is the symbol of cross product in vector operations and
| | | | is to calculate the length of a vector.
Though PED can be applied in the many cases, there are still
some cases where it’s particularly unreasonable, for example, the
direction of the tracked object changes greatly, e.g. a pedestrian
is strolling in a shopping mall or a car is running on the spiral
highway. Figure 1 illustrates an example that the tracked object
makes an u-turn and the line segment p1p6 approximately repre-
sents raw trajectory points p1, p2,..., p6. Based on Definition 3.1, we
can calculate the difference between every discarded raw trajectory
point and its corresponding line segment. PED(p2) = PED(p5) = 0,
PED(p3) = |p3p′3 | and PED(p4) = |p4p′4 |. Raw trajectory points
have been compressed into multiple consecutive line segments, but
not straight lines. It sounds unreasonable that PED(p3) = |p3p′3 |
just because the vertical dimension between p3 and the extension
line of the line segment p1p6 is |p3p′3 |. It’s particularly obvious that
p2 is far from the line segment p1p6, but PED(p2) = 0.
Every raw trajectory has been compressed into a set of con-
secutive line segments, and this set of consecutive line segments,
but not straight lines, approximately describes the movement of
𝑝1
𝑝4
𝑝6
𝑝3
𝑝2 𝑝4
′
𝑃𝐸𝐷 𝑝3 = |𝑝3𝑝3
′ |
𝑝3
′ 𝑝5
𝑃𝐸𝐷 𝑝2 = 𝑃𝐸𝐷 𝑝5 = 0
𝑃𝑆𝐸𝐷 𝑝2 = |𝑝1𝑝2| 𝑃𝑆𝐸𝐷 𝑝3 = |𝑝1𝑝3|
𝑃𝑆𝐸𝐷 𝑝4 = |𝑝4𝑝4
′ | 𝑃𝑆𝐸𝐷 𝑝5 = 0
𝑃𝐸𝐷 𝑝4 = |𝑝4𝑝4
′ |
Figure 1: The trajectory segment T [1 : 6] has been com-
pressed into the line segment p1p6. This example is to show
how to calculate PED and PSED.
𝒑𝒆𝒑𝒔
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒3𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒2
𝑙𝑠 𝑙𝑒
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒1
Figure 2: Partition the whole planar space into 3 zones.
the tracked object. PED is defective in many cases since the cal-
culations of PED are still based on the shortest euclidean distance
from each discarded point to the straight line on which the corre-
sponding line segment of this discarded point lies. In this paper,
we propose a new error-based quality metric, point-to-segment
euclidean distance (PSED for short). PSED is an error criterion
based on the shortest euclidean distance from a point to its cor-
responding line segment. Given a discarded trajectory point pm
and its corresponding line segment pspe after the compression, we
first get two vertical lines ls and le perpendicular to pspe as shown
in Figure 2, where the intersections are ps and pe respectively. ls
and le partition the whole planar space into three parts, i.e. Zone1,
Zone2 and Zone3. pm may be in any one of these three zones, and
PSED(pm ) can be calculated in different situations: (1) If pm is in
Zone1, PSED(pm ) is the vertical distance from pm to pspe , the same
as PED(pm ). (2) If pm is in Zone2, |pmps | is the minimum distance
from pm to pspe and PSED(pm ) = |pmps |. (3) Similar to the case
that pm is in Zone2, if pm is in Zone3, PSED(pm ) = |pmpe |. The
formal definition of PSED is shown as follows:
Definition 3.2. (Point-to-segment Euclidean Distance (PSE
D)): Given a trajectory segment T [s : e](s < e), the line segment
pspe is the compressed form of T [s : e]. For any discarded point
pm (s < m < e) in T [s : e], the PSED of pm is calculated according
to the following cases:
PSED(pm ) =
| |−−−−→pspm×−−−→pspe | |
| |−−−→pspe | |
−−−→pspm · −−→pspe ≥ 0 and −−−→pmpe · −−→pspe ≥ 0
|pspm | −−−→pspm · −−→pspe < 0
|pmpe | −−−→pmpe · −−→pspe < 0
,
where × and · are respectively the symbol of cross product and
dot product in vector operations. When both −−−→pspm · −−→pspe ≥ 0 and−−−→pmpe · −−→pspe ≥ 0 are satisfied, pm must be in Zone1, and PSED(pm )
is the same as PED(pm ).
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Figure 3: T1 = {p1,p2,p3} and T2 = {p12,p12, ...,p16} are two
raw trajectories and have been compressed into {p1p3} and
{p11p16} respectively.
In Figure 1, sincep2 andp3 are both inZone2 ofp1p6, PSED(p2) =
|p1p2 | and PSED(p3) = |p1p3 |. Since p4 and p5 are both in Zone1,
PSED(p4) = PED(p4) = |p4p′4 | and PSED(p5) = PED(p5) = 0.
With the definition of PSED, the ϵ-error-bounded trajectory is
defined as follows:
Definition 3.3. (ϵ-Error-bounded Trajectory): Given the error
tolerance ϵ , a raw trajectoryT = {p1,p2, ...,pN } and its compressed
trajectoryT ′ = {pi1 ,pi2 , ...,pin }(pi1 = p1,pin = pN ). If ∀ discarded
point pm ∈ T , PSED(pm ) ≤ ϵ , and then we say T ′ is ϵ-error-
bounded.
3.2 Algorithm ROCE
In this part, we present a new trajectory compression algorithm
ROCE. Given a raw trajectory T = {p1,p2, ...,pN } and the error
tolerance ϵ , ROCE is to compress such a raw trajectory into an
ϵ-error-bounded compressed trajectory T ′, which is made up of
multiple consecutive line segments.
First we present a new concept ϵ-Region as below:
Definition 3.4. (ϵ-Region): Given the error tolerance ϵ and a raw
trajectory point pi , we can get a circle whose center is pi and radius
is ϵ . This circle is the corresponding ϵ-Region of pi .
Ei is used to denote the corresponding ϵ-Region of pi . Given a
raw trajectory point pi and its corresponding ϵ-Region Ei and line
segment pspe (s < i < e) after the compression, if pspe intersects
Ei , then pi can be approximately represented by pspe according to
Definition 3.3. In Figure 3,T1 has been compressed intoT ′1 = {p1p3}.
For the discarded point p2, we can get its corresponding ϵ-Region
E2. It’s obvious that the line segment p1p3 doesn’t intersect E2
and PSED(p2) > ϵ . Thus T ′1 isn’t ϵ-error-bounded. T2 has been
compressed into T ′2 = {p11p16}. For all discarded points, the line
segment p11p16 intersects all their corresponding ϵ-Regions and
the PSEDs of these discarded points are all no more than ϵ . Only
such a compressed trajectory meets the requirement of Definition
3.3. From this example, we can sum up a property as below:
Lemma 3.5. Given a trajectory segment T [i : i +m] and the error
tolerance ϵ , T [i : i +m] has been compressed into a line segment
pipi+m . pipi+m is ϵ-error-bounded iff pipi+m intersects all ϵ-Regions
of all discarded points, i.e. Ei+1, Ei+2, ..., Ei+m−1.
If we want to increase the compression rate, all we need is to
make every line segment intersects as many ϵ-Regions of contin-
uous trajectory points as possible. Given a raw trajectory T =
𝑝𝑝3
𝑬𝑬𝟑𝟑
𝑝𝑝1
𝑝𝑝2
𝑬𝑬2
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕3
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕3
′
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕2
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕2
′
Figure 4: An example about how to update the candidate re-
gion.
{p1,p2, ...,pN } and the error tolerance ϵ , the optimal compression
is to compress T into an ϵ-error-bounded trajectory T ′ which con-
sists of the smallest number of consecutive line segments. T can be
split into 2N−1 different sets of consecutive trajectory segments,
each of which is compressed into a line segment. Hence, the cost
of finding the optimal compression is particularly high. In order to
reduce the time cost greatly with just constant space, ROCE uses a
greedy strategy and some effective tricks to handle the trajectory
compression in an online processing manner. The greedy strategy
of ROCE is to compress as many continuous trajectory points as
possible from the last trajectory point in the compressed part (from
the first point in the uncompressed part in the first time) by using
only one line segment. In order to avoid that every raw trajectory
point is scanned multiple times in the compression, ROCE adopts
the candidate region where endpoints of the ϵ-Error-bounded line
segments starting from pi are, which is formally defined as follows:
Definition 3.6. (Candidate Region): Given the error tolerance
ϵ , a raw trajectory point pi where the ϵ-Error-bounded line seg-
ment starts after the compression, and another raw trajectory point
pj (i < j and |pipj | > ϵ), we can get the corresponding ϵ-Region
Ej of pj . Since pi is outside Ej , we can get two tangent rays of Ej
starting from pi and named tr j and tr ′j respectively. The whole sec-
tor which consists of two rays tr3 and tr ′3, except the region whose
distance from pi is no more than |pipj |, is the candidate region
where endpoints of the ϵ-Error-bounded line segments starting
from pi are.
As shown in Figure 4, since p1 is outside the corresponding ϵ-
Region E2 of p2, we can get two tangent rays tr2 and tr ′2 of E2
starting from p1. To satisfy the error constraint, we stipulate that
each ϵ-error-bounded line segment to be compressed from its cor-
responding trajectory segment shouldn’t get shorter and shorter as
the number of trajectory points in this trajectory segment increases.
Then the candidate region is the region in orange. Because of the
candidate region, each raw trajectory point needs to be scanned
only once, and ROCE only needs just constant and small space to
store such a candidate region, but not trajectory points or their cor-
responding ϵ-Regions, no matter how many trajectory points to be
compressed into a line segment. When we get the next point p3 and
|p1p3 | ≥ |p1p2 |, we can get the new candidate region which is the
region in purple according to Definition 3.6. The overlapped region
of the original candidate region and the new candidate region is
the final candidate region updated by p3, and it’s just coincidental
that the final candidate region is also the region in purple.
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ROCE is formally described in Algorithm 1. Each time ROCE
starts to compress a new trajectory segment into a line segment, it
must first use Initialize(CandidateReдion,
StartPoint) to initialize CandidateReдion to a circle whose center
is StartPoint and radius is infinite (Line 3,14 and 23). And then,
ROCE compresses as many continuous trajectory points as possible
from the last trajectory point in the compressed part (from the first
point in the uncompressed part in the first time) by using only
one line segment (Lines 4-26). Lines 5-7 are used to accelerate in a
particular case that the tracked object remains in the same place.
If StartPoint is in all ϵ-Regions of the previous trajectory points,
any line segment starting from StartPoint must intersect all these
ϵ-Regions and we don’t need to care about these previous points
(Lines 8-10). To satisfy the error constraint, each ϵ-error-bounded
line segment to be compressed from its corresponding trajectory
segment shouldn’t get shorter as the number of trajectory points
in this trajectory segment increases (Lines 11-15). If the condition
in Line 17 is satisfied, Roce needs to updateCandidateReдion. Roce
needs to repeat these processes untill the last point of T has been
processed. Lines 27-29 are used to append the last line segment to
the final result set.
Algorithm 1 The ROCE Algorithm
Require: Raw trajectory T = {p1,p2, ...,pN }, error tolerance ϵ
Ensure: ϵ-Error-bounded trajectory T ′ = {pi1 ,pi2 , ..., pin }(pi1 =
p1,pin = pN ) of T
1: LastPoint = StartPoint = T [1]
2: T ′ = [StartPoint]
3: Initialize(CandidateReдion, StartPoint)
4: for Point in T [2,T .lenдth()] do
5: if T [i] == LastPoint then
6: continue
7: end if
8: if StartPoint in EpsilonReдion(Point , ϵ) then
9: if StartPoint in EpsilonReдion(LastPoint , ϵ) then
10: continue
11: else
12: T ′.Append(LastPoint)
13: StartPoint = LastPoint
14: Initialize(CandidateReдion, StartPoint)
15: end if
16: else
17: if Point in CandidateReдion then
18: LastPoint = Point
19: UpdateCandidateReдion(CandidateReдion, Point , ϵ)
20: else
21: T ′.Append(LastPoint)
22: StartPoint = LastPoint
23: Initialize(CandidateReдion, StartPoint)
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
27: if T ′[T ′.lenдth()]! = T [T .lenдth()] then
28: T ′.Append(T [T .lenдth())
29: end if
30: return T ′
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Figure 5: The processing procedure of ROCE.
Figure 5 gives an example to show the processing procedure
of the compression algorithm ROCE. ROCE starts from the first
trajectory point p1 in the uncompressed part and initializes the can-
didate region. Then we get the next point p2, and the line segment
p1p2 must meet the error constraint requirement because there
is no discarded point. Since the ϵ-Region E2 contains p1, any line
segment with p1 as its one endpoint must intersect E2. Thus we
don’t need to think about the restrictions of E2. When p3 comes
and its corresponding ϵ-Region E3 doesn’t contain p1, then we up-
date the candidate region besed on E3. ROCE repeats to update
the candidate region when p4, p5 and p6 arrive. Since p7 is outside
the candidate region, which means p1p7 isn’t ϵ-Error-bounded, we
should compress T [1 : 6] into the line segment p1p6, and restart
another similar processing procedure from p6 untill the last point
of this trajectory has been compressed.
It’s obvious that ROCE is an one-pass error bounded trajectory
compression algorithm, which scans each trajectory point in a
trajectory once and only once. So the time complexity of ROCE is
O(N ). Since ROCE only needs to store and update the candidate
region CandidateReдion and two points StartPoint and LastPoint
in the local buffer, the space complexity of ROCE is O(1).
4 RANGE QUERY
4.1 Range Query Algorithm based on Line
Segments
Definition 4.1. (Range Query on Compressed Trajectories): Given
a compressed trajectory dataset T and a rectangular query region
R, whose edges are either horizontal or vertical, a range query
Qr (R) returns all compressed trajectories, at least one of whose line
segment overlaps R.
Definition 4.1 is different from the old definition defined by pre-
vious work which thinks a trajectory overlaps the query region R
iff at least one point of this trajectory is in R. The old definition is
especially not applicable to the situation where the query trajecto-
ries are compressed trajectories consisting of multiple continuous
line segments with different lengths. Each trajectory segment may
represent hundreds of raw trajectory points and be dozens of kilo-
meters. Let’s see an example. A trajectory T goes straight through
the query region R with all trajectory points in R, except the start-
ing point and the ending point. The compressed trajectory T ′ of
T , which consists of only one line segment, still doesn’t overlaps
R according to the old definition, because neither endpoint of this
line segment is in R. But based on Definition 4.1, T ′ can be found
in the result set.
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Figure 6: An example that neither endpoint of the line seg-
ment pikpik+1 is in region R, but pikpik+1 and R overlap.
Substantial experiments have been done in Section 6.3.1 and
the result is that range queries based on segments are up to 10.3%
more accurate than the ones based on points. This result and the
example described in the last paragraph both illustrate that the
range queries based on trajectory points are no longer suitable
for compressed trajectories, and the range queries based on line
segments are needed here. In addition, it’s also more reasonable to
use consecutive line segments to approximately describe the real
movement path of the tracked object.
Given a range query rectangular region R and a line segment
pikpik+1 , the coordinates of R, pik and pik+1 are shown in Figure 6.
It’s easy for us to determine whether pikpik+1 overlaps R when at
least one of pik and pik+1 is in R.
(1) If at least one of pik and pik+1 is in R, i.e. at least one of these
two inequality groups{
xmin ≤ xik ≤ xmax
ymin ≤ yik ≤ ymax
{
xmin ≤ xik+1 ≤ xmax
ymin ≤ yik+1 ≤ ymax
can be satisfied, pikpik+1 must overlap R.
However, that neither of these two endpoints is in R doesn’t
mean that pikpik+1 doesn’t overlap R as shown in Figure 6 and
the example mentioned just now. Given the coordinates of two
endpointspik (xik ,yik ) andpik+1 (xik+1 ,yik+1 ), first, we need tomake
sure that xik ≤ xik+1 , otherwise exchange the coordinates of pik
and pik+1 to ensure that xik ≤ xik+1 . This can make calculations
more simple. pm (xik + t(xik+1 − xik ), yik + t(yik+1 − yik )) can be
used to represent any point on the line segment pikpik+1 , where t
is a variable and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. So pikpik+1 overlaps R iff the inequality
group 
xmin ≤ xik + t(xik+1 − xik ) ≤ xmax
ymin ≤ yik + t(yik+1 − yik ) ≤ ymax
0 ≤ t ≤ 1
(1)
can be satisfied. Equation 1 can be further simplified to
xmin − xik ≤ t(xik+1 − xik ) ≤ xmax − xik
ymin − yik ≤ t(yik+1 − yik ) ≤ ymax − yik
0 ≤ t ≤ 1
. (2)
Now, let’s discuss the situations separately.
(2) If Condition (1) can’t be satisfied, xik < xik+1 and yik < yik+1 ,
we define two variables tv1 =max
{ xmin−xik
xik+1−xik ,
ymin−yik
yik+1−yik
}
, tv2 =min
{ xmax−xik
xik+1−xik ,
ymax−yik
yik+1−yik
}
at first.pikpik+1 over-
laps R iff the inequality group
tv1 ≤ tv2
tv1 ≤ 1
tv2 ≥ 0
can be satisfied.
(3) If Condition (2) can’t be satisfied, xik < xik+1 and yik > yik+1 ,
we define two variables tv3 =max
{ xmin−xik
xik+1−xik ,
ymax−yik
yik+1−yik
}
, tv4 =min
{ xmax−xik
xik+1−xik ,
ymin−yik
yik+1−yik
}
at first.pikpik+1 over-
laps R iff the inequality group
tv3 ≤ tv4
tv3 ≤ 1
tv4 ≥ 0
can be satisfied.
(4) If Condition (3) can’t be satisfied, xik < xik+1 and yik = yik+1 ,
pikpik+1 overlaps R iff the inequality group
ymin ≤ yik ≤ ymax
xik ≤ xmax
xmin ≤ xik+1
can be satisfied.
(5) If Condition (4) can’t be satisfied and xik = xik+1 , then
pikpik+1 overlaps R iff one of two inequality groups
xmin ≤ xik ≤ xmax
yik ≤ yik+1
yik ≤ 1
yik+1 ≥ 0

xmin ≤ xik ≤ xmax
yik+1 ≤ yik
yik ≥ 0
yik+1 ≤ 1
can be satisfied.
These 5 conditions can cover all cases which might happen.
However, there are quite a lot of line segments whose two endpoints
are neither in R. Though most of them don’t meet the situation
similar to the one shown in Figure 6, we still need some slightly
complicated calculations to exclude them. In view of this kind of
situations, we come up with an acceleration strategy. It’s quite
easy to be understood that if two endpoints of a line segment are
both above the straight line (xmin ,ymax )(xmax ,ymax ), this line
segment must not overlap R. There are also similar properties below
the straight line (xmin ,ymin )(xmax ,ymin ), to the left of the straight
line (xmin ,ymin )(xmin ,ymax ) and to the right of the straight line
(xmax ,ymin )(xmax ,ymax ). Since it’s much easier to be judged, we
can use these properties first to speed up the validation of the
relationship between each line segment and the query region R.
The formal description is shown as below:
(0) If at least one of four inequality groups{
ymax < yik
ymax < yik+1
{
yik < ymin
yik+1 < ymin{
xik < xmin
xik+1 < xmin
{
xmax < xik
xmax < xik+1
can be satisfied, pikpik+1 must not overlap R.
Condition (0) is used to show the highest priority to be calculated.
After experimental verification in Section 6.3.3, this acceleration
strategy can accelerate up to 14.6%.
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Figure 7: The gray rectangle is on behalf of the query re-
gion R and the orange rectangle represents the MBR(T ′) of
the compressed trajectory T ′.
In order to answer Qr (R) on compressed trajectories, by using
the method discussed above, we have to verify the relationship
between each line segment of a compressed trajectory T ′ and the
query region R. But can we directly determine whetherT ′ overlaps
R in some cases? Under our efforts, the answer is yes. First, we will
give the definition of the minimum boundary rectangle (MBR for
short), which will be used later.MBR(T ′) is the smallest rectangle
containing the entire compressed trajectory T ′, whose edges are
either horizontal or vertical. The formalized definition of MBR is
shown as follows:
Definition 4.2. (Minimum Boundary Rectangle (MBR): Given a
compressed trajectoryT ′, its correspondingMBR,MBR(T ′), is a rec-
tangle, the coordinate of whose lower left corner is (min {T ′.x} ,min {T ′.y}).
min {T ′.x} (min {T ′.y}) is the minimum x (y) coordinate value in
all endpoints ofT ′’s line segments. Similarly, forMBR(T ′), the coor-
dinate of its upper right corner is (max {T ′.x} ,max {T ′.y}), where
max {T ′.x} (max {T ′.y}) is the maximum x (y) coordinate value in
all endpoints of T ′’s line segments.
We can easily get a theorem as below:
Theorem 4.3. IfMBR(T ′) doesn’t overlap the query region R, it’s
sure that T ′ and R don’t overlap, but the reverse is not always true.
It’s quite obvious that T ′ and R must not overlap if MBR(T ′)
doesn’t overlap the query region R. But ifMBR(T ′) and R overlap,
it’s not sure whether T ′ overlaps R, such as the situation shown in
Figure 7.
After serious thinking, whenMBR(T ′) and R overlap, there are
still 3 cases whereT ′ must overlap R without the need for verifying
the relationship between each line segment of T ′ and the query
region R. These 3 cases are shown in Figure 8. In the first subimage,
MBR(T ′) is contained by R and there is no doubt thatT ′ overlaps R.
In the second subimage,MBR(T ′) has only one whole edge enclosed
by R. From Definition 4.2, we can get that there is at least one
endpoint ofT ′ is on each edge ofMBR(T ′). So at least one endpoint
ofT ′ is in R andT ′must overlap R. In the last subimage, two parallel
edges ofMBR(T ′) overlap R, but neither of the other two parallel
edges is in R. From the analysis of the second subimage, we should
know that there are both at least one endpoint of T ′ onMBR(T ′)’s
parallel edges which don’t overlap R. Since T ′ consists of multiple
continuous line segments, any two endpoints of T ′ are connected
by at least one continuous line segment, so do these two points
in the last sentence. In other words, there must be at least one
line segment of T ′ overlapping R. So T ′ must overlap R in the last
subimage.
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Figure 8: Each gray rectangle is on behalf of the query re-
gion R and each orange rectangle represents the MBR(T ′) of
a compressed trajectory T ′.
After careful summary and simplification about the above 3 cases,
the formal description of this property is shown as follows:
Theorem 4.4. Given the query region R and a compressed trajec-
tory T ′, the coordinates ofMBR(T ′) can be calculated. xmax , xmin ,
ymax and ymin are used to represent the maximum and minimum
horizontal and vertical coordinates of R respectively. Similarly, x ′max ,
x ′min , y
′
max and y
′
min are used to represent the maximum and mini-
mum horizontal and vertical coordinates ofMBR(T ′) respectively. If
at least one of two inequality groups
xmin ≤ x ′min
x ′max ≤ xmax
y′min ≤ ymax
ymin ≤ y′max

ymin ≤ y′min
y′max ≤ ymax
x ′min ≤ xmax
xmin ≤ x ′max
can be satisfied, T ′ must overlap R.
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 should be used before Condition
(0), (1),...,(5), and they can accelerate range queries on compressed
trajectories obviously. By just using Theorem 4.4, the speedup is up
to 23.1% according to the results of the experiment in Section 6.3.3.
4.2 Spatial Index BPA
Section 4.1 has introduced a whole set of solutions to answer range
queries on compressed trajectories. However, we still need to de-
termine the relationship between the query region R and each
compressed trajectory, or even R and each line segment one by
one. Can we directly determine the relationship between the query
region R and a batch of compressed trajectories in some situations
to speed up range queries?
In order to solve this problem, we put forward a balanced spatial
partition quadtree index (BPA for short). The space partition varies
with the compressed trajectories themselves. First, we use an array
large enough to hold the entire compressed trajectory datasetT. The
order of storage is based on the ids of all compressed trajectories.
By using only the starting and ending offset addresses, we can
represent any compressed trajectory or sub-trajectory in BPA.
Figure 9 helps us to understand BPA more intuitively. In the top
half of this picture, there is a three-tier index tree of BPA. But in
real applications, the number of BPA’s levels is usually greater than
3. At the first level of BPA, there is only one node, the root node,
which represents the whole rectangular region as indicated by the
blue arrow. The root node contains the entire compressed trajectory
dataset T. Each node of BPA has 4 child nodes if this node has at
least ξ line segments, or this node is a leaf node. ξ is a threshold
value given by the user. How to ensure that BPA is well balanced?
Here, we adopte a data adaptive strategy. Before a father node is
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Figure 9: The structure of BPA.
split into 4 child nodes, we first get all endpoints of line segments in
this father node, and then calculate the median value of all x-axis (y-
axis) values. We use the result of this calculation to draw a vertical
(horizontal) line and this line splits the corresponding rectangular
region of the father node into two parts. Then, the median values of
the y-axis (x-axis) values in these two parts are respectively used to
further split these two parts into four parts as shown in this figure.
After the rectangular region of the father node is divided, the line
segments of the father node should also be divided among its 4
child nodes. How to divide these line segments will be introduced
later. There are two ways of cutting a father node in total, and the
one with the smaller total number of line segments after the cuts is
chosen. Proved by the experiment in Section 6.3.4, the results show
that this partitioning strategy dose work and BPA is well balanced.
Let’s introduce how to divide line segments of a father node
among its 4 child nodes. The basic strategy is to verify which one or
more rectangular regions in these 4 child nodes each line segment
intersects, and then assign this line segment to the corresponding
child nodes. Figure 10 gives us an example on how to divide a com-
pressed trajectory or sub-trajectory T ′i among 4 child nodes of a
father node. T ′i consists of 4 line segments, i.e. T
′
i [k + 1]T ′i [k + 2],
T ′i [k + 2]T ′i [k + 3], T ′i [k + 3]T ′i [k + 4] and T ′i [k + 4]T ′i [k + 5]. Let’s
assume that the offset of T ′i [k + 1] in the array just introduced
is m + 1 and the key-value pair (m + 5) → (m + 1, i) is used to
represent T ′i . This representation can save lots of space and help
us to merge consecutive line segments conveniently. At first, we
initialize each of these four child nodes with an empty dictionary
{ }. When the line segment T ′i [k + 1]T ′i [k + 2], i.e. (m + 2) →(m + 1, i), comes, T ′i [k + 1]T ′i [k + 2] only overlaps Nodechild3,
so the dictionary of Nodechild3 becomes {(m + 2) → (m + 1, i)}.
When the line segmentT ′i [k + 2]T ′i [k + 3], i.e. (m + 3) → (m + 2, i),
comes, T ′i [k + 2]T ′i [k + 3] overlaps Nodechild0, Nodechild1 and
Nodechild3, so the dictionarys of Nodechild0 and Nodechild1 both
become {(m + 3) → (m + 2, i)}. As forNodechild3, we should check
whether there is an element whose key is equal tom + 2 and corre-
sponding trajectory id is equal to i in the dictionary of Nodechild3.
The result is yes, and then the dictionary ofNodechild3 is updated to
{(m + 3) → (m + 1, i)}. Similarly when we are dealing with the line
segmentT ′i [k+3]T ′i [k+4], i.e. (m+4) → (m+3, i), the dictionarys of
Nodechild0 and Nodechild2 are updated to {(m + 4) → (m + 2, i)}
and {(m + 4) → (m + 3, i)} respectively. When we deal with the
last line segmentT ′i [k + 4]T ′i [k + 5], i.e. (m+ 5) → (m+ 4, i), it over-
laps Nodechild2 and Nodechild3. The dictionary of Nodechild2 is
finally updated to {(m + 5) → (m + 3, i)}. However, the dictionary
of Nodechild3 finally becomes {(m+ 3) → (m + 1, i), (m + 5)
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Figure 10: An example that a compressed trajectory or sub-
trajectory in a father node is split among its 4 child nodes.
→ (m + 4, i)}, because there is no key equal tom + 4 in the dictio-
nary of Nodechild3.
In the last example, it’s worth to be noticed that though there
is a line segment T ′i [k + 2]T ′i [k + 3] in Nodechild1, there are no
endpoints in this node. If this kind of nodes are needed to be further
split into 4 child nodes, we should use the horizontal and vertical
midlines of this region, instead of the lines described above, to
divide this kind of regions.
In order to reduce BPA’s space overhead, all the line segments
in each father node will be removed after this father node has been
split among its 4 child nodes. When BPA has been built completely,
only leaf nodes store line segments.
Let’s make a summary about how to answer a range Qr (R) on
compressed trajectories with BPA. First, traverse BPA from top to
bottom with the query region R to find all leaf nodes overlapping
R, and put the ids of all compressed trajectories or sub-trajectories
contained by these leaf nodes directly into the candidate set. If
a non-leaf node doesn’t overlap R, all descendants of this node
are no longer needed to be traversed. Find the leaf nodes whose
corresponding regions are completely contained by R, and then put
the corresponding ids into the result set. Second, use theMBR of
each compressed trajectory or sub-trajectory in the rest candidate
set to determine the relationship between the query region R and
this compressed trajectory or sub-trajectory one by one. Third, if we
still can’t judge whether a compressed trajectory or sub-trajectory
overlaps R, we have to check whether there is at least one line
segment of this compressed trajectory or sub-trajectory overlaps
the query region R. After these three steps, we can get the final
result of Qr (R).
5 SIMILARITY QUERY
There is no doubt that how to quantify the similarity between two
compressed trajectories is the most fundamental operation in the
process of answering similarity queries on compressed trajectories.
Therefore, in Section 5.1, a new error-based quality metric AL will
be introduced first, and then we will introduce how to answer top-k
similarity queries on compressed trajectories in Section 5.2.
5.1 Error-based Quality Metric AL
Most widely used trajectory distance metrics only focus on the
distance between matched point pairs of two trajectories. This
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Figure 11: An example that the matched line segment
pjhpjh+1 is used to cut pikpik+1 . Both the diameter of the gray
semicircles and the width of the gray rectangle are 2σ .
strategy may be reasonable for the situations where the distance be-
tween consecutive point pairs of a single trajectory doesn’t change
much. But these distance metrics are not suitable for compressed
trajectories, because each compressed trajectory consists of multi-
ple continuous line segments and the length of each line segment
varies greatly. Suppose we have two pairs of matched line segments,
the lengths of the first pair are both 10km, the lengths of the second
pair are both 0.1km, and the distances between these 4 matched
endpoint pairs are exactly the same. Should we quantify the dis-
tances between these two pairs of line segments to be the same?
Obviously, it’s better not to do so, and the lengths of matched line
segments should also be considered when we quantify the distance
between each pair of compressed trajectories. Inspired by this, we
propose a new distance metric Area sandwiched by the Line seg-
ments of trajectories (AL for short). AL uses the area sandwiched by
pairs of line segments to describe how two compressed trajectories
are similar.
Suppose we have two compressed trajectories R′ and S ′, and S ′
is a sub-trajectory of R′. It seems to be more reasonable that S ′ is
matched with its corresponding sub-trajectory of R′ and we punish
those unmatched line segments, rather than like DTW, another
trajectry similarity measure, in which each endpoint of R′ and S ′
must be matched with an endpoint of the other trajectory.
Only when the minimum distance between two line segments
is less than a given distance threshold value σ , can these two line
segments be considered to have some similarities. Otherwise, they
can’t be matched with each other. In order to avoid the appearance
of such a situation that the area sandwiched by a pair of matched
line segments is greater than the penalty costs of these two line
segments, we cut each matched line segment into at most two parts.
The first part must be a subline segment and the minimum distance
from each point on this subline segment to its matched line segment
is no more than σ . The second part is the remaining one or two
subline segments of this line segment, if the first part is not this
line segment itself. As shown in Figure 11, if pikpik+1 is matched
with pjhpjh+1 , the first part of pikpik+1 is papb , and the second part
is the line segments pikpa and pbpik+1 .
We only need to calculate the area sandwiched by two first parts
and the penalty costs of two second parts in each pair of matched
line segments. After that, the sum of these two results is used to
describe the distance between these two matched line segments.
When we calculate the area sandwiched by two first parts of
matched line segments, there are mainly 5 cases as shown in Figure
12. papb and pcpd are used to be on behalf of two first parts of
matched line segments here. Sabc represents the area of the triangle
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Figure 12: An example to show how to calculate the area
sandwiched by two first parts of matched line segments.
whose three vertices arepa ,pb andpc , and S is used to represent the
area sandwiched by papb and pcpd . The result S can be calculated
in different situations:
(1) If papbpcpdpa is a convex hull made up of four line segments
papb , pbpc , pcpd and pdpa , then S = Sabd + Sbcd .
(2) If papbpdpcpa is a convex hull made up of four line segments
papb , pbpd , pdpc and pcpa , then S = Sabd + Sacd .
(3) If neither of Condition (1) or Condition (2) can be satisfied,
and two points pc and pd are on different sides of the straight line
papb , then S = Sabc + Sabd .
(4) If Condition (3) is not satisfied, and two points pa and pb are
on different sides of the straight line pcpd , then S = Sacd + Sbcd .
(5) If Condition (4) is not satisfied, and either pc or pd is on the
straight line papb , then S = |Sacd − Sbcd |, where | | is the sign of
the absolute value.
(6) If Condition (4) is not satisfied, and either pa or pb is on the
straight line pcpd , then S = |Sabc − Sabd |.
(7) If two line segments papb and pcpd are collinear, then S = 0.
We stipulate that the penalty cost for an unmatched line segment
is the product of its length and σ2 , where σ is the distance threshold
value given by the user.
AL, which takes advantage of the dynamic programming strat-
egy, is formally defined as follows:
Definition 5.1. (AL): Given two compressed trajectories R′ and
S ′ with length ofm and n respectively, Θ(R′, S ′) =
punish(R′) if n = 0
punish(S ′) if m = 0
min

punish(R′.r ′1) + Θ(Rest(R′), S ′),
punish(S ′.s ′1) + Θ(R′,Rest(S ′)),
dist(R′.r ′1, S ′.s ′1)+
Θ(Rest(R′),Rest(S ′))
 otherwise
R′.r ′1 and S
′.s ′1 are the first line segments of R and S respectively.
The function Rest(T ′) return the compressed trajectory T ′ without
its first line segment. We can easily know that 0 ≤ Θ(R′, S ′) ≤
punish(R′) + punish(S ′) = (lenдth(R′) + lenдth(S ′)) ∗ σ2 . If R′ and
S ′ are identical, then Θ(R′, S ′) = 0. If all pairs of line segments
between R′ and S ′ have no similarity, i.e. R′ and S ′ are too far
away from each other, then Θ(R′, S ′) = punish(R′) + punish(S ′).
The similarity function AL is computed as below by normalizing
Θ(R′, S ′) into [0, 1].
AL(R′, S ′) = 1 − Θ(R
′, S ′)
(lenдth(R′) + lenдth(S ′)) ∗ σ2
= 1 − 2 ∗ Θ(R
′, S ′)
(lenдth(R′) + lenдth(S ′)) ∗ σ
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The larger AL(R′, S ′), the greater the similarity between R′ and S ′
is.
5.2 Top-k Similarity Query Algorithm based on
AL
Definition 5.2. (Similarity Candidate Set on Compressed Tra-
jectories): Given a compressed query trajectory T ′q , a compressed
trajectory dataset T and a distance threshold value σ , the similarity
candidate set Γ(T ′q ,σ ) contains all the trajectories whose minimum
distance from T ′q is less than the threshold σ , i.e.,
Γ(T ′q ,σ ) = {T ′ ∈ T|∃pikpik+1 ∈ T ′ and ∃pqik′p
q
ik+1′
∈ T ′q , s .t .
MiniDist(pikpik+1 , pqik′p
q
ik+1′
) < σ },
whereMiniDist() returns the minimum distance between two line
segments.
Definition 5.3. (Top-k Similarity Query on Compressed Trajec-
tories): Given a compressed query trajectory T ′q , a compressed
trajectory dataset T, a distance threshold value σ , and a positive
integer k , the top-k trajectory similarity query Qk (T ′q ,σ ) returns
the k most similar trajectories to T ′q in Γ(T ′q ,σ ), satisfying: ∀T ′ ∈
Qk (T ′q ,σ ) and∀T ′′ ∈ (Γ(T ′q ,σ )−Qk (T ′q ,σ )),AL(T ′,T ′q ) ≥ AL(T ′′,T ′q ).
Due to the quadratic computation cost of AL, performing se-
quential scans across the entire database is not scalable. Like most
trajectory similarity measures, such as LCSS, DTW, EDR and EDwP,
AL andΘ are neither non-metric due to violating triangular inequal-
ity.
Theorem 5.4. Neither AL or Θ satisfies triangular inequality.
Proof. Given three compressed trajectories T ′1 = {(0, 0),(4, 0)}, T ′2 = {(0, 0), (4, 0), (4, 1), (7, 1)}, T ′3 = {(0, 0), (4, 0),
(4,−1), (5,−1)} and σ is set to 5. Then, Θ(T ′1 ,T ′2 ) = (1+3)∗ 12σ = 10,
Θ(T ′1 ,T ′3 ) = (1 + 1) ∗ 12σ = 5 and Θ(T ′2 ,T ′3 ) = 4. So Θ(T ′1 ,T ′2 ) >
Θ(T ′1 ,T ′3 )+Θ(T ′2 ,T ′3 ).AL(T ′1 ,T ′2 ) = 13 ,AL(T ′1 ,T ′3 ) = 15 andAL(T ′2 ,T ′3 ) =
4
35 . So AL(T ′1 ,T ′2 ) > AL(T ′1 ,T ′3 ) +AL(T ′2 ,T ′3 ). Therefore, neither AL
or Θ satisfies triangular inequality. □
Because of Theorem 5.4, generic indexing techniques, which rely
on triangular inequality based pruning, can’t be applied here. To
speed up the query processing of Qk (T ′q ,σ ), Qr (R) is applied first
to avoid unnecessary calculation in our system. This is the reason
why BPA can accelerate both range queries and top-k similarity
queries.
When a top-k similarity query Qk (T ′q ,σ ) is submitted to our
system, the coordinates ofMBR(T ′q ) will be calculated first. x ′max ,
x ′min , y
′
max and y′min are used to represent the maximum and
minimum of MBR(T ′q )’s horizontal and vertical coordinates here.
We specify a corresponding query region as R whose maximum
and minimum horizontal and vertical coordinates are xmax , xmin ,
ymax andymin where xmax = x ′max +σ , xmin = x ′min−σ ,ymax =
y′max + σ and ymin = y′min − σ . Then Qr (R) is queried and we
can get the result set, expressed as Result(Qr (R)). Γ(T ′q ,σ ) has been
defined in Definition 5.2. We can easily get the following theorem:
𝑹𝑹
(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ,𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ,𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚1
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚2
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚3
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚4
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚5𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚6
Figure 13: An example to show how to accelerate the calcu-
lation of AL.
Theorem 5.5. Result(Qr (R)) ⊇ Γ(T ′q ,σ ). ∀T ′ ∈ Result(Qr (
R)), if AL(T ′q ,T ′) = 0, thenT ′ ∈ Result(Qr (R)) − Γ(T ′q ,σ ), otherwise
T ′ ∈ Γ(T ′q ,σ ).
After that, we need to calculate the AL between T ′q and each
compressed trajectory in Result(Qr (R)) one by one to get the final
result of Qk (T ′q ,σ ). We also propose a highly efficient acceleration
strategy to speed up the calculation of AL. An example is shown
in Figure 13. It’s easy to know the line segments pi1pi2 , pi2pi3 and
pi5pi6 must be punished according to the definition of AL. In order
to reduce the size of the two-dimensional array needed by dynamic
programming and reduce the computing time of AL, these line
segments can be directly punished. This is also the reason why the
calculation of AL is faster than most of other trajectory similarity
measures. This technique can also be applied to some other trajec-
tory similarity measures. About how to find these line segments,
we can start from the first line segment pi1pi2 , and we can find that
pi3pi4 is the first line segment overlapping R, sopi1pi2 andpi2pi3 can
be directly punished. After that, we start from the last line segment
pi5pi6 , and we find that pi4pi5 is the first line segment overlapping
R, so pi5pi6 can be directly punished. This acceleration strategy can
also be used in reverse for T ′q and many line segments of T ′q can be
also directly punished. In section 6.3.3, the experiment shows that
this strategy can achieve up to 76.4% acceleration in average.
We should maintain a smallest heap of size k and continuously
update it to get the final result set Qk (T ′q ,σ ). The number of com-
pressed trajectories in Qk (T ′q ,σ ) may be smaller than k if there
are not so many compressed trajectories similar to the queried
trajectory T ′q .
6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUTION
In this section, we compare the performance of 6 state-of-the-art
trajectory compression algorithms on 3 real-life datasets which
are in different motion patterns. We also evaluate the impact of
different parameters on the range queries and similarity queries.
All experiments are conducted on a linux machine with a 64-bit,
8-core, 3.6GHz Intel(R) Core (TM) i9-9900K CPU and 32GB memory.
Our system is implemented in C++ on Ubuntu 18.04.
6.1 Datasets
Since the characteristics of GPS traces could differ substantially
based on the transportation mode of moving objects, sampling rates
and objects being tracked, 3 types of trajectory datasets are used
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Table 2: Statistics of datasets.
 Number of 
Trajectories 
Total Number 
 of Points 
Average Length of 
Trajectories (𝑚) 
Average Sampling 
Rate (𝑠) 
Average Distance between 
Two Sampling Points (𝑚) 
Total 
Size 
Animal 327 1558407 1681350 753.009 352.872 298MB 
Indoor 3578257 3634747297 43.876 0.049 0.043 224GB 
Planet 8745816 2676451044 20679.7 875.015 14.6369 255GB 
 
to examine whether an trajectory compression algorithm is robust
to these differences. Statistics of these datasets are shown in Table
2. In order to reduce the I/O overhead, we artificially delete the
attributes which aren’t needed in the trajectories. We also remove
noise before testing on these datasets.
• Animal2[8]: This dataset is a collection of raw trajectories
to record the migration of eight young white storks origi-
nating from eight populations. This trajectories are sampled
every 753s on average, and the average length between two
neighbor points is 353m.
• Indoor3[3]: This dataset is a much larger collection of raw
trajectories. It contains trajectories of visitors in the ATC
shopping center in Osaka, Japan. The tracking system con-
sists of multiple 3D range sensors, covering an area of about
900m2. To capture the indoor activities more accurately, the
visitor locations are sampled every 49ms on average.
• Planet4: This dataset is a very large collection of raw tra-
jectory points. It was contributed as thousands of distinct
track files by thousands of users and includes 2676451044
trajectory points in total. The sampling rates, the length of
trajectories and the speeds of the tracked moving objects all
vary widely.
6.2 Trajectory Compression Algorithms
There are mainly 4 ϵ-error-bounded trajectory compression al-
gorithms in online mode, which use PED as their error metrics.
They are OPW(BOPW)[15, 21], BQS[17, 18], FBQS[17, 18] and
OPERB[16]. DOTS[5] has been demonstrated stable superiority
against other online algorithms on many indicators[36]. Though
the error metric of DOTS is not PED but LISSED, it is still put
together with the other 4 algorithms to compare with ROCE. In
order to provide an unbiased compression, we reimplemented all
algorithms in C++, whose original languages are other than C/C++.
The reimplemented code is entirely based on the original running
logic, and we can get exactly the same results undergoes the strict
test.
The three datasets introduced in Section 6.1 are used as the
testing datasets here. We randomly sample a subset with 47 raw
trajectories from Planet and a subset with 90 raw trajectories from
Indoor, because some algorithms are too time-consuming to run on
the entire Planet or Indoor. Some trajectories with too few points
are deleted from Animal, and only 120 trajectories are left. After we
delete some attributes which are not needed, the size of these three
subsets are all about 57MB and we test on these three datasets in
Section 6.2, except for special instructions.
2http://dx.doi.org/10.5441/001/1.78152p3q
3https://irc.atr.jp/crest2010_HRI/ATC_dataset/
4https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Planet.gpx
6.2.1 Compression Time. In the first experiment, we evaluate the
compression time of 6 compression algorithms w.r.t. varying the
average compression rate, and the results are shown in Figure 14.
For fairness, we load and compress trajectories one by one, and only
count the run time of the compressing process. FBQS is a little faster
than BQS, because FBQS doesn’t perform complex calculations, but
the price is the tolerable loss of the average compression rate. BQS
and FBQS are the slowest algorithms when the average compres-
sion rate is low. As the average compression rate gets higher, the
execution time needed by DOTS increases rapidly, and DOTS be-
comes the slowest algorithm. In the third subimage of Figure 14, the
execution time of DOTS is far more than other algorithms when
the average compression rate is more than 100. So we stop doing
the experiment. For DOTS, it does badly in the situations where the
tracked object stays at the same place for a long time, and it needs
much more memory and time to handle this kind of situations. The
subset of Planet has some such trajectories, and this is the reason
why DOTS is so time-consuming on the subset of Planet. OPERB,
OPW and ROCE are always the fastest algorithms, and they are all
fast enough to compress trajectories.
6.2.2 Accuracy Loss. In order to show the the accuracy loss of these
6 algorithms, we evaluate the maximum PSED error of compressed
trajectories compressed by these 6 compression algorithms w.r.t.
varying the average compression rate, and the results are shown in
Figure 15. In the first and the second subimage, the maximum PSED
errors of DOTS, OPERB and OPW are much bigger than ROCE,
FBQS and BQS. In the third subimage, OPERB and OPW do badly
in the maximum PSED errors. We also evaluate the average PSED
error of compressed trajectories compressed by these 6 compres-
sion algorithms w.r.t. varying the average compression rate, and
the results are shown in Figure 16. ROCE always performs better
than most of other algorithms. In summary, ROCE maintains less
accuracy loss.
6.2.3 Trajectory Point Number. To evaluate the impact of data
point number in trajectories, we fix the average compression rates
of these 3 testing datesets as 50 and vary the point number of every
trajectory from 10% to 100% of the raw trajectory. Suppose one raw
trajectory has 10000 points and we reduce the number of trajectory
points to 20%, then we randomly sample a trajectory segment with
2000 continuous trajectory points from the raw trajectory, instead of
randomly sampling 2000 trajectory points. We can see the changes
in compression time of different algorithms in Figure 17. Only
ROCE and OPERB always perform well in these three datasets. The
rates of ROCE and OPERB are always around 10 when the point
number of these trajectories become tenfold. Other algorithms all
need much more time to compress longer trajectories. In other
words, only ROCE and OPERB are suitable to compress extremely
long trajectories.
6.2.4 Compression Delay. For all algorithms in batch mode, only
all points of a raw trajectory have been loaded and then we can get
the first compressed point (or line segment). So the compression
delays of algorithms in batch mode are all very high. As for all algo-
rithms in online mode, such as these 6 algorithms, the compressed
points (or line segments) are output continuously as the raw trajec-
tory points being input to it one by one. So the compression delays
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Figure 14: The total compression time of 6 compression algorithms.
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Figure 15: The maximum PSED error of 6 compression algorithms.
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Figure 16: The average PSED error of 6 compression algorithms.
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Figure 17: The x-coordinate is the rate of the sampled trajectory point number to the raw trajectory point number. The y-
coordinate is the rate of compression time for the sampled trajectories to the compression time for 10% sampled trajectories.
of these algorithms are relatively low. These 6 algorithms all have
uncertain delays. The uncertainty is introduced by the uncertain
entered data and different compression process. We evaluate the
delays of these 6 algorithms on three long trajectories from Animal,
Indoor and Planet, whose point numbers are 75000, 350000 and
80000 respectively. The compression rates for all trajectories and
algorithms are all fixed as 100. The results are shown in Figure 18.
We can see that only the average delay of DOTS is always the high-
est because of an incremental directed acyclic graph construction.
The delays of all the other algorithms are relatively low.
6.2.5 Compressed Trajectories in Actual Use. In order to evaluate
the deviation between the compressed trajectories compressed by
different compression algorithms and the raw trajectories in actual
use, let’s define the evaluation metrics first. Given a range query, let
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Figure 18: The average delays of 6 algorithms on 3 long tra-
jectories.
QR denote the trajectories returned from the raw trajectory data-
base and QC denote the trajectories returned from the compressed
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Figure 19: The comparison of the average precision rates and
recall rates of range queries on the compressed trajectories
compressed by three fast compression algorithms.
database. Similar to most related work, when we want to get QR ,
the range queries on the raw dataset are all based on points and the
results are identified as the right results. For QC , the range queries
on the compressed dataset are all based on segments. The precision
rate P of a range query is defined as
P =
|QR ∩QC |
|QC |
The recall rate R is defined as
R =
|QR ∩QC |
|QR |
For comprehensive comparison of P and R, F1-Measure, which is
the harmonic mean of P and R, is defined as
1
F1
=
1
2 ∗ (
1
P
+
1
R
)
In this experiment, we use a subset of Planet as our testing
dataset. We select all trajectories with a dimension of time and com-
pletely within the rectangular region which is from 7 degrees east
longitude to 14 degrees east longitude and from 46 degrees north
latitude to 53 degrees north latitude, because it’s one of the regions
which have the densest trajectories. With a total size of 2.3GB, this
subset has 22974 trajectories. We only choose OPERB, OPW and
ROCE as the testing algorithms, because BQS, DOTS and FBQS
are all too time consuming to compress such a big dataset. 100000
squares for range queries, whose area are all 5km2, are randomly
generated and fixed. Then we evaluate the average precision and
recall w.r.t. varying the average compression rate, and the results
are shown in Figure 19. We can see that range queries based on
segments on the compressed trajectories all perform very well, no
matter which kind of compression algorithms is used. The average
precisions of these 3 algorithms are almost exactly the same. On
the average recall rate, although the average recall rates of these 3
algorithms are all high enough, ROCE performs a little better than
OPERB and OPW. Thus, on the average F1, ROCE is still the best
of these 3 algorithms. In short, ROCE performs better than other
algorithms in actual use.
6.3 Query on Compressed Trajectories
In this part, from Planet, we select all trajectories completely within
a rectangular region, the same with the region in Section 6.2.5, as
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Figure 20: The comparison of the average precision rates and
recall rates of range queries based on points and segments.
our testing dataset. Every trajectory point only has been left only
two attributes, i.e. longitude and latitude. Then, we can get a subset
with 96279 raw trajectories and a total size of 6.8GB. Except for
special instructions, the following experiments are all performed
on this subset or its compressed forms which are compressed by
ROCE.
6.3.1 Range Query based on Segments. Each time, we run 100000
range queries generated randomly, whose areas are all 16km2, on
this subset for testing or its corresponding compressed forms. Figure
20 shows the average precision rates Ps and recall rates Rs of range
queries based on points and segments. P and R are calculated by the
difference between the results of range queries on the raw dataset
and compressed datasets. Similar to most related work, the range
queries on the raw dataset are all based on points, and the results
are identified as the standard results. The Ps of range queries based
on points are always equal to 1 because the points of a compressed
trajectory is a subset of the corresponding raw trajectory points.
But as the average compression rate increases, R of range queries
based on points declines sharply. This means that range queries
on the compressed dataset based on points leave up to nearly 25%
trajectories undiscovered, whose corresponding raw trajectories
overlap the query regions. But range queries based on segments
do much better than range queries based on points. As the average
compression rate increases, though P of range queries based on
segments drops a little, the R of range queries based on segments
is much higher than the one of range queries based on points. For
comprehensive comparison of P and R, we also compare the value
of F1. The F1 of range queries based on segments can be up to 10.3%
more than the ones based on points. So it’s more suitable to execute
range queries on the compressed trajectories based on segments.
Then, we compare the time of range queries on the raw trajecto-
ries based on points and the one of range queries on the compressed
trajectories based on segments. For fairness, we don’t use any index
to accelerate range queries with points or segments. Randomly
generated 10000 range queries are executed every time. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 21. We can see that range queries on the
compressed trajectories with segments need much less time than
range queries on the raw trajectories with points. As the average
compression rate increases, range queries on the compressed tra-
jectories with segments need less time. So it’s very efficient and
Hongbo Yin
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Figure 22: Comparison of EDR and AL on compressed trajec-
tories.
suitable to execute range queries on the compressed trajectories
based on segments.
6.3.2 Trajectory Error-based Quality Metric Based on Point or Seg-
ment. We randomly select a raw trajectory from Planet, and then
5472 raw trajectories similar to the chosen trajectory are selected
to form a testing dataset. The total size of this testing dataset is
502.9MB and each trajectory point has only two dimensions, lat-
itude and longitude. Then, this testing dataset is compressed by
ROCE into compressed datasets with different average compression
rates. We choose EDR as the trajectory error-based quality metric
based on point to compare with AL, because EDR is more robust
and accurate than other distance functions[6, 35]. If a trajectory
error-based quality metric is suitable for the compressed trajecto-
ries, there shuold be only a few differences between the results of
similarity queries on compressed trajectories with different average
compression rates. So we set the result of top-100 similarity query
on the compressed trajectories, whose average compression rate
are 3.607817, as the standard result for EDR and AL respectively.
Then we change the average compression rate to see the changes
in accuracy rate. The results are shown in Figure 22. The accuracy
rates of AL are all much higher than the ones of EDR, and it’s quite
obvious that AL is much more suitable for similarity queries on
compressed trajectories.
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Figure 24: The speedup of Condition (0) and Theorem 4.4.
6.3.3 Speedup Strategies. In this part, we will show how much
acceleration rate can be obtained by using BPA. Randomly gen-
erated 10000 range queries generated are run on the compressed
trajectories with different average compression rates. The areas
of the query regions are all 16km2. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 23. It’s quite obvious that BPA can accelerate range queries
greatly. By using BPA, we can reduce the query time to at least
1/109. BPA can accelerate the range queries much more obviously
when the average compression rate of the compressed trajectories
gets smaller.
Then, we test how much acceleration can be obtained by Con-
dition (0) and Theorem 4.4 in Section 4.1. We change the average
compression rate and run 10000 randomly generated range queries
each time. The results are shown in Figure 24. The average accel-
erations of Condition (0) and Theorem 4.4 respectively are 10.21%
and 8.18%. When both of them are used, the average acceleration is
15.23%. The acceleration is much more effective when the average
compression rate gets lower.
Last, we want to show how much acceleration can be obtained
by the acceleration technique for AL exampled with Figure 13. σ
is set to 0.01 in longitude and latitude (about 0.7 ∼ 1.1km). Ten
similarity queries are generated randomly and we vary the value of
the average compression rate to see the changes in the acceleration
which can be obtained by this acceleration technique. The results
are shown in Figure 25. From the results of the experiment, the
speedup is quite satisfactory and the average speedup value is up
to 77.5%. Another advantage of this acceleration technique is that
the acceleration is not much sensitive to the value of the average
compression rate.
6.3.4 Effect of ξ . ξ controls whether one node in BPA is a father
node of four child nodes or a leaf node. In this experiment, we
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Figure 25: The speedup of the acceleration technique for AL
exampled with Figure 13.
Table 3: ξ has impact on the average height of BPA and the
total range query time.
ξ 1000 2000 4000 8000 16000 32000 64000 
Average Height 9.63914 8.54705 7.35638 6.11496 5.08759 5 4 
Total Range 
Query Time(𝑠) 
3.48211 3.4858 5.38222 5.32648 9.92246 10.0195 21.8855 
 
evaluate the average height of BPA and the execution time of the
range queries on the compressed trajectories w.r.t. varying ξ . The
average height of BPA is defined as the average height of all leaf
nodes and the height of the root node is 1. We fix the average com-
pression rate of the compressed trajectories as 100 and run 100000
range queries generated randomly, whose areas are all 16km2. The
statistical results of this experiment are shown in Table 3. It can be
seen that ξ controls the average height of BPA. The average height
has impact on the time needed by range queries. The greater the
average height of BPA is, the less time is needed by range queries.
The heights of all leaf nodes are almost the same. Especially when
ξ = 32000 or ξ = 64000, the heights of all leaf nodes are all the same,
which probes that BPA is well balanceed and our node partitioning
strategy dose work. ξ is always fixed as 2000 in other experiments.
6.3.5 Effect of Query Region. In this experiment, we verify the
impact of the area of the query region on the query result and the
execution time. The average compression rate of the compressed
trajectories is fixed as 100. We change the area of the query regions
and run 100000 randomly generated range queries each time. The
results are shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27. We can see that
the average trajectories number in the result of a single range
query and the total execution time of 100000 range queries grows
approximately linearly with the area of the query regions. From
the results in Figure 26, our system is quite efficient and able to
support about than 30000 range queries in just one second.
6.3.6 Effect of σ . σ determines the minimum distance beyond
which two line segments or trajectories are considered to have
no similarities. We study the effect of σ on the total number of
calculation times of AL in a single top-k similarity query on the
compressed trajectories. The bigger σ , the larger query regions we
will use to execute trajectory range queries before we execute the
calculations of AL. In this experiment, we fix the average compres-
sion rate as 100, and 10 randomly generated similarity queries are
executed each time. The results are shown in Figure 28 and Figure
29. The average execution time and the average calculation times
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Figure 26: The variation in the total execution time of 100000
range query. The x-coordinate is the area of each query re-
gion and in km2.
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Figure 28: The average execution time of a single top-k sim-
ilarity query. σ is in longitude and latitude.
of AL in a single top-k similarity query both grow when σ gets
larger. The increase in the calculation times of AL dose influence
the execution time of similarity queries, but it’s only part of the
reason. The other main reason is that the calculation of each AL
is also more time-consuming, because more pairs of line segments
are thought to have a certain similarity and more areas sandwiched
by pairs of line segments need to be calculated.
7 RELATEDWORK
Compression algorithms in online mode. With much more ap-
plication scenarios compared with algorithms in batch mode, trajec-
tory compression algorithms in online mode attract people’s atten-
tion and some algorithms have been proposed based on different
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Figure 29: The average calculation times of AL in a single
top-k similarity query. σ is in longitude and latitude.
error criterions. There are mainly 4 frequently-used error criterions,
i.e. PED, SED, DAD and LISSED, which are adopted to define the
distance between a raw trajectory point and its corresponding line
segment after the compression. Among them, DAD(Angular[13],
Interval[12] ) defines the distance based on the greatest angular
difference between two directions. DAD doesn’t take into account
the Euclidean distance between each trajectory point and its cor-
responding line segment after the compression, a key weakness
of DAD is that a raw trajectory point may be too far away from
its corresponding line segment after the compression and this line
segment can’t represent such a raw trajectory point well. SED(OPW-
TR[21], STTrace[26], SQUISH[23], SQUISH-E(λ)[24], SQUISH-E(µ)[24])
and LISSED(DOTS[5]) use the attribute of time to find the corre-
sponding synchronized point of each raw trajectory point on its
corresponding line segment, then SED and LISSED are calculated
based on the Euclidean distance between the raw point and its cor-
responding synchronized point. But the utilities of SED and LISSED
are limited because the time attribute isn’t always available because
of privacy or other reasons. Have been introduced in Section 3.1,
PED(OPW[15, 21], BQS[17, 18], FBQS[17, 18], OPERB[16]) can be
used in more application scenarios than SED and LISSED. OPW
was put forward very early. It starts from the first trajectory point
and compresses as more points as possible into a line segment until
the maximum error exceeds the predefined threshold. It will repeat
this processing procedure until the entire trajectory has been com-
pressed. BQS is also an ϵ-error-bounded trajectory compression
algorithm. It builds a virtual coordinate system centered at the start-
ing point. In each of 4 quadrants, it picks at most eight important
points to form a convex hull which encloses all points in this quad-
rant. Then in each quadrant, an upper bound and a lower bound are
calculated so that in most cases, a point can be quickly decided for
removal or preservation without expensive error calculation. Only
in a few cases, complicated error calculation are needed. FBQS is
the fast version of BQS. In FBQS, error calculations are no longer
needed, and a raw trajectory point is directly reserved if it needs
error calculation in BQS. Such a strategy make FBQS get lower
compression rate with the same error bounded error, though FBQS
is a little faster. Based on a novel local distance checking method,
OPERB uses a directed line segment to approximate the buffered
points. Several optimization techniques are uesd to improve the
compression rate. Though OPERB is very fast because it does only
a few calculations, the quantity of accuracy loss is too much. The
detailed comparisons of these 4 algorithm and ROCE have been
shown in Section 6.2
Semantic trajectory compression. Semantic trajectory
compression[4, 14, 19, 29, 33] is a kind of lossy trajectory compres-
sion techniques. Semantic trajectory compression assumes that
the objects being tracked are moving along with road networks
and tries to map all GPS points to continuous road segments with
map matching algorithms[2, 11, 20, 25, 31, 34, 37] by making use
of the knowledge of the road networks. Various queries can be exe-
cuted on the result of the semantic trajectory compression. Though
semantic trajectory compression algorithms can get a high com-
pression rate, they still have two main weaknesses which limit
their application. First, they require additional and detailed road
network information, but many trajectories such as migrations of
animals, the indoor movements and the movements of ships or
airplanes, are not constrained within road networks. Second, it has
been shown that map matching algorithms are not accurate if the
trajectory sampling rate is low. These methods and line simplifi-
cation based methods are orthogonal to each other, and may be
combined with each other to further improve the effectiveness of
trajectory compression.
Trajectory SimilarityMeasures. Trajectories, whose data points
are in the form of GPS points, are a special form of time series. Most
of widely used measures, which evaluate the similarity between
time series, only focus on the distances betweenmatched point pairs
of different time series, such as Euclidean distance (ED)[7, 32], Dy-
namic TimeWarping (DTW)[1], the Longest Common Subsequence
(LCSS)[30], Edit Distance on Real sequences (EDR)[6], Sequence
Weighted Alignment model (Swale)[22], Model-driven Assignment
(MA)[28] and so on.
For the sake of illustration, let R and S be two time series with
length ofm and n respectively, and ri and sj be the points in time
serie R and S respectively. Each point of R and S is expressed as
(ri,x , ri,y , ri,t ) and (sj,x , sj,y , sj,t ) respectively. The most straight-
forward similarity measure for time series is the Euclidean Distance.
It requires that both time series have the same number of points
and calculates the Euclidean distance between each pair of points
in each time series i.e.
ED(R, S) =
√
n∑
i=1
(ri,x − si,x )2 + (ri,y − si,y )2.
Dynamic programming is adopted in more complicated similarity
measures, including DTW, LCSS, EDR and Swale. These 4 measures
are summarized in Table 4. Rest(R) and Rest(S) denote R and S
without the first point respectively. dist(ri , sj ) = L2 norm. In the
definition of EDR, if (|r1,x − s1,x | ≤ ϵ) ∧ (|r1,y − s1,y | ≤ ϵ) can
be satisfied, subcost = 0, else subcost = 1. As for the definition
of Swale, let the gap cost (i.e. the mismatch penalty) be дapc and
the match reward be rewardm . These two values require users or
domain experts with the particular knowledge of a certain area to
tune for optimal performance. MA uses a directed graph whose
edges are bidirectional to show two points of different trajectories
can be matched or not, which makes MA more flexible in aligning
points of two trajectories. However, it has been proved that MA
is not reasonable enough in some cases[27]. Though DTW, LCSS,
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Table 4: Definitions of 4 trajectory error-based quality met-
rics.
Definition 
𝐷𝑇𝑊(𝑅, 𝑆) =
{
 
 
 
 
0
∞
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑟1, 𝑠1) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
𝐷𝑇𝑊(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆)),
𝐷𝑇𝑊(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑆),
𝐷𝑇𝑊(𝑅, 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆))
}
 
if 𝑚 = 𝑛 = 0 
if 𝑚 = 0 or 𝑛 = 0 
 
otherwise 
𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑆(𝑅, 𝑆) =
{
 
 
0
1 + 𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑆(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆))
𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑆(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑆),
𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑆(𝑅, 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆))
}
 
if 𝑚 = 0 or 𝑛 = 0 
if ∀𝑑, |𝑟𝑑,1 − 𝑠𝑑,1| ≤ 𝜖 
 
otherwise 
𝐸𝐷𝑅(𝑅, 𝑆) =
{
 
 
 
 
𝑛
𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐸𝐷𝑅(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆)),
1 + 𝐸𝐷𝑅(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑆),
1 + 𝐸𝐷𝑅(𝑅, 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆))
}
 
if 𝑚 = 0 
if 𝑛 = 0 
 
otherwise 
𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑅, 𝑆) =
{
 
 
 
 
𝑛 ∗ 𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑐
𝑚 ∗ 𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑐
𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑚 + 𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆))
𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑐 + 𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑅), 𝑆),
𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑐 + 𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑅, 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑆))
}
 
if 𝑚 = 0 
if 𝑛 = 0 
if ∀𝑑 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦}, |𝑟1,𝑑 − 𝑠1,𝑑| ≤ 𝜖 
 
otherwise 
 
EDR, Swale and MA are extensively used, none of them are suitable
for compressed trajectories as discussed in Section 5.1. From an-
other viewpoint of integral, DISSIM[9] difines the spatiotemporal
dissimilarity between two trajectories R and S during a definite
time interval [t1, tn ] by integrating their Euclidean distance in time.
DISSIM is defined as follows:
DISSIM(R, S) =
∫ tn
t1
DR,S (t)dt ,
where DR,S (t) is the function of the Euclidean distance between
trajectories R and S with time. One of DISSIM’s shortcomings can
be obviously found out from its definition. DISSIM thinks highly
of the time dimension when measuring the distance between two
trajectories. This means two trajectories must have not only similar
shapes, but also similar speeds if they are determined to be similar.
While in practical applications, it’s not a must. Edit Distance with
Projections (EDwP)[27] is designed for raw trajectories under in-
consistent and variable sampling rates. First, EDwP connects each
two adjacent trajectory sampling points with a line segment. EDwP
may cut each line segment into at most two line segments. After
that, EDwP uses a measure, like area but not area, to calculate the
distance between each pair of line segments. Then, the minimum
sum of such calculations is the final result of EDwP between two
raw trajectories. Different from EDWP, for AL, the calculation of
the distance between each pair of line segments is really the area
sandwiched by these two line segments under any condition.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, in consideration of that the compressed trajectories
should be composed with continuous line segments rather than
discrete trajectory points, we come up with a whole set of complete
solutions for efficient queries on compressed trajectories, includ-
ing the trajectory compression algorithm ROCE which is error
bounded, range queries and top-k similarity queries on compressed
trajectories composed of consecutive line segments. We are the first
to revise PED error criterion and propose a more reasonable error
criterion PSED. In terms of top-k similarity queries on compressed
trajectories, we use the feature of two continuous line segments to
define a new trajectory error-based quality metric AL. An efficient
trajectory index tree BPA is also proposed to speed up range queries
and top-k similarity queries obviously. A lot of small but effective
techniques are also used to avoid unnecessary complex calculation.
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